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5UXL2 Method 14 — Projedxi phob
grraphic re.soluing power. This testisintend-
ed to be used primarily for exdarging hmaes
(type VI). A target plate of the required
size containing resolving power targets
(Iig’ht lines on a dark background) and of
the required range, and located as shown in
Figure 8, tith one set of the Iinea in tangen-
tial and the other set in radial dirwtion, shall
be plad in Me object plane (film plane) of
the lens b be tested. The targets shall be of
high contrast The target plate shaU be even-
ly illuminated by light from a condensing
SOW= If required, the Iight shall be filtired
to the dor required by placing a filkr k
txveen the light twurce and the target plate.
With the optical axis of the lens perpendicu-
lar to the target plate, the lens shall be fe
CUaedat the designated rnagnifi~tion and
aperture, and an exposure made on the
desigzmti photosensitive material. The
photosensitive xnatcial shall be held flat in
a p~he perpendicular to the optical axis of
the lens. The comect qmsure shaI! be that
which gives the maximum resolution at posi-
tion 1? of ~gure 8. The test plate is pro-
cessed in the rwylired manner. The resolving
power shall be read by observing the dry
test plate under suitable magnification ‘I%c’
figures referred to in measuring resolving
power by this method are the lines per
zniiimeter on the target plate. It is recom-
mended that enlarging len.~ be tested at a
magnification of 1:2 using medium wntrast
dmY chlorobrwnide paper Pmmsed 1+$
minutes in X)72 developer, t dilated 1:2 at
6%”F.

5.1.2.124 Method IS — Projected uiwd

vesolving power.H This test is i~tended to be
used primarily for projection lenses (type
WI). A W object of the reuuired size con-
tahing high contraat resolvin~ power ‘-----Ewge13

the n+
Flgnre

kkm0kt8n
mm r.d

of 15 ‘% I
FIG= 8. Projectid Raolvin.g Powr Test Plnu

under test upon a matte, white, grainkas
screen. Thi8 screen sM1 be located at such a
8 shall be projected by means of the lens
distice f rom the ,projector that unless other-
wise specified the long dimension of the pro-
jected image will be at least 40 inch~s t-t
order that the ohsmwer wiIl have no difficulty
in diis%guishing the number of lines resolV-
ed. The resolving power of the lens at any
point in the field is the iargest number of.
lines per millimeter in t!!e test object that. an
nhae~~~,“... - c!~~~+=4-*S~~~&.m-c d~fip-j~ely-..,w.-

resolved (easily ccwnti ) fn both radia! and
ta~entid directions in the projecwd image.
Care SM be tiken to in3ure that the screen
is perpendicular tc the Gpticd axis of the
?rojection lens, azd &hat the !ens is fwmwd
so that the tioq at L>e center of the test

plate has maximum contrast, The ~rojector
used in this W. may be a regular produc-
tion model or a special testprojector. The
glass test object shail be flat and hd~ corp

centric with and normal to the opti~? axis
of the projection lens. The cone of iight from
MC projection lamp through n condensing
qatm shd completely fill the entrance pupil
of the projection lens.. The test object X11
be unifomrdy illuminated.

&U13 Anti~tiwn and curvature of
M.

5.1.2.13.1 Method 16-- i:enolwing pcnoer
tavst method. By mezma of any of the meth-
ods for measuring rmo!vhg pwer apc+cifid
in methods 11 through 16, rewiring power
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shall be determined for difierent positions
of the testplate in the irmge space. The test
plate or platis are exposed in small steps, at
different distances along the optical axis of
the lens. The length of each step depends
upon the corrections, focal length, and aper-
ture of the lens being tested. A sufficiently
large number of steps shall be taken M in-
sure at least three steps on each side of the
best focus position for both radial and tan-
gential lines at any angular position. Upon
reading the targets, the position of best focus
shall be determined (for radial and tangen-
tial lines separately) at which the resolution
is a maximum at each angular setting. These
focus positions are plotted against angular
settings, and two curves representing the
two imae surfaces are obtained. The curve

representing curvature of field is a median
drawn between the two cumes representing
the image surfaces. (See 3.6.3.) The astig-
matic difference is obtained by taking the
difference in the focal setting at a specific
an~le for the two image surfaces.

5.1.2.13.2 Mdhod 17— Nodal nlide method.
This method may be used in lieu of method
16. In this method the lens to bQ tested shali
be set up in front of a suitable collimator
equipped with a target containing vertical
and horizontal lines and centered so that the
optical axis is parallel to the collimator axis
and coincident with the axis of the obsernng
microscope. The lens shall be moved along
the microscope axis until the axis of rota-
tion of the nodal slide intersds the rear
node. The microscope shall be focused on the
axial image and the position of the micrm
scmpe noted.” The lens shall then be rotited
about the axis throwrh the rear node and
Pevndicular to the optical axis of the lens.
At mu?tiples of angular positions of ]U
de~ees out tA the due of the tbld. the
microscope shall be seDaratelv focused on the
mdicl and tangential lines. The focal charwe
from tie axis position shall be noted at the
anmhr field positions for the -dial and
tangential lines. To obtain curves such as

specified in method 16, the factar f (l-
,COS/3) /cos /3 is subtracted from the micro-
saqw settings, and this difference is multi-
plied by the cos ~. If a flat field bar is used
at the microscope it is not necessary ta sub-
tract the factor f ( l-as p) /cos $ When
curves are obtained, the procedure for deter-
mining the curvature of field is the same as
that in method 16.

5.1.2.14 Co&wcowecti.on. When the image
quality is found satisfactory on the basis of
other applicable tests, the color correction
am also be considered as satisfactory. Direct
measurements of co)or corrections may be
nesded when some special color requirements
are to be met. These measuremen~ may be
specified in terms of min”bnum resolving
power or limits on individual color correc-
tions.

5.1.2.14.1 Long it udimzl chronuztic abena-
twn.

5.1.2.14.1.1 Method :8 — Phofo~aphic
method. Photcmaphic resolvin~ power nwas-
unnenents shall be made as specified in
method II or 12, utili;ing light of the colors
designated, repx:ing the test for each color.
The light used may be supplied by a mono-
chromator or it may be filtered white light,
as specified. The focus positions at which
the maximum resolving power (AWAR un-
less othemvise specified) is obtained shal! be
determined for each color. The longitudinal
color aberration for a particular color is the
difference in foml settin? for this color and
white Iirht, or for this color and a specifd
color. When the fcxxd setting for the fimt
color is grea’=r than the focal setting for the
reference color or whiti light, the hmtitu-
dinal chromatic aberration is said to be
posi ive, Generally, the reference color
sho~ “d be towards the ral end of the sw ~
tml mnge under consideration.

5.1.2.14.1.2 Method 19 — Nod.a.lnli& meth-
od. When specified, a nodal slide optical

so
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